
Lernziel: Learn about the Berlin Wall

Starter – fill in the gaps

Answer the register with the next multiple of 10!

Sein = to be
ich ___      I am
du ___         you are
er/sie/es ___ he/she/it is
wir ______     we are
Sie ______      you (polite) are
sie ______      they are

bin
bist

ist
sind
sind
sind

Herausforderung !
Create a sentence using as many of 
these as possible

If you can’t do this yet !  
Use your book to help you

Lernleiter – chant infinitives, 
then any regular verbs forms, 
any regular verbs that they 
know.
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Why are there four 
different languages on this 

sign?  

Which 
languages are 

they and 
why?  

Where in 
Germany was 

this sign? 

Why? 



Deutschland : 1945.  Berlin: 1945

https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=lNgwzQAdNqk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNgwzQAdNqk


What links these pictures together?



Building the Wall – August 1961

http://www.guardian.co.uk/berlin-wall-20-years-on


What was the Wall like 
and what did it all 

mean?  

http://www.dw-world.de/dw/article/0,,4440098,00.html


Label the Wall

1. 3.6m high wall
2. Electrified, barbed wire fence
3. Sandbank
4. Vehicle patrol
5. Guard dogs

6. Initial concrete wall
7. Watchtower
8. Ditch
9. Spikes in the ground
10. Border guards

11. The actual border
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What did a divided Germany mean?



When, how and why did the Wall come down?  

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/video/2009/oct/22/fall-of-berlin-wall


October 1989
The Berlin Wall fell 
and East Germans 
could travel freely 
and experience 
democracy. 

9th November 1989
Germany was at 
last unified – for 
the first time since 
1945.  

2019
30th anniversary of 
the Fall of the Wall

Have all Germany’s 
problems been 
solved?



Last lesson, we saw how the Weimar Republik and the Hitlerzeit is 
still affecting Germany today.  
One of the longest-lasting after effects was the country being 
physically split for 45 years.  There is still an emotional split even 
today – the sogenannte

Mauer im Kopf.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdif8sKubJM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdif8sKubJM









